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FALKE Men’s Legwear Spring/Summer 2021 

 

 

FALKE Power of Nature  
 

Recycling instead of throwing away, paper instead of plastic, organic instead of 

conventional, vertical instead of horizontal - the idea of sustainability is omnipresent to stop 

the human-induced pollution of nature. That is why the FALKE collection called "Power of 

Nature" is an homage to Mother Nature, made of ecologically materials that flatter the body. 

In addition to the increased use of sustainable yarns, FALKE focuses on natural tones and 

patterns inspired by nature. The collection is led by various shades of green, beige and brown 

and rounded off by highlight shades such as sunny yellow, berry red and snow white.  

 

FALKE Men’s Legwear Highlights: 

 

FALKE Corolla Ink: The variety of colours found in nature is reflected in the batik look of FALKE 

Corolla Ink. With the exciting green-purple shading and modern 360° print, this modern style is 

the summer highlight of the collection. 

 

FALKE Plant Soft: The 3D effect of the FALKE Plant Soft is inspired by prickly cacti and can be 

combined in a variety of ways thanks to the tonal colouring. 

 

FALKE Nature Force: The FALKE Nature Force lends sportiness to the collection. The casual style 

is characterized by the anatomical fit typical for FALKE. The mesh structure makes it a sporty 

companion through the summer. 

 

FALKE Urban Jungle: The loud colours of the FALKE Urban Jungle create an exotic look that is 

especially emphasized by the combination of stripes and graphic shapes - the eye-catcher 

of every smart outfit. 

 

FALKE Pin Stripe: Thanks to its classic style, the FALKE Pin Stripe, with its modern interpretation, is 

the perfect accessory for a tuxedo or suit. 

 

FALKE Sensitiv Extra-Weft: Style and function are combined in the FALKE Sensitive Extra-Weft, 

which brings elegance to any business outfit with its sophisticated check pattern. The 

pressure-free comfort waistband adds a pleasant lightness to the style. 


